
User Experience Design Circuit

What are the main user pain points and highlights that you found throughout the testing session?

What improvements to the UX do you feel would have the most positive impact on the user’s experience?

Prioritize and list 3-4 changes you will make to your prototype:

Look at your post-it notes and the (+) column, “What went well?” and the (Δ) column, “What could be 
improved?” Drawing on your synthesized observations:

Unit 5

Usability Test: Post-Test Reflections


	Text Field 211: Users need more guidance than I anticipated. I was focused primarily on solutions to my problem statements and I didn't account for the fact that I would need to "lead" users to the original pain points discovered in my research. More labeling will be incorporated in prototype updates. I also need a few more screens than I currently have to truly show the flow and user experience of some more novel features like highlighting. That idea is so unique to this particular dating app idea that it needs to be taught (and thoroughly represented). I will also work to incorporate a logical hotspot for as many buttons and menu items as possible so that navigation becomes more fluid and less "scripted."
	Text Field 219: I think that being able to select and save highlights when viewing a match's profile would help users like Elizabeth (my primary user persona) achieve more compatibility and ease of communication than they can achieve with conventional dating apps. I also feel like having the "Tinder" and "OKCupid experiences both available would lead to honesty, transparency, and connections between people who are fundamentally looking for the same thing. I was informed be one user that trying to do a "one size fits all" thing may hinder me from truly honing/perfecting the vompletely unique highlighting experience. In future prototypes, I may pivot completely to perfecting the Deep Dives experience and focus on doing one thing better than competitors. 
	Text Field 220: 1. More copy to indicate buttons
2. More hotspots (where appropriate)
3. More screens to completely convey the novel highlighting feature
4. Less assumptions with regard to individual users' problems


